Religion 63: Suspicion and Religion. 	
Spring 2010	Andrew Dole
	208 Chapin Hall
TTH 10:00-11:20 AM	542-5001
Clark 100	email:  adole@amherst.edu
	Office hours:  Thurs 1-3 PM

	Course description

	This seminar explores the development of the ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’, particularly as it has figured into academic discourse concerning religion, during the modern period.  Religion was the favored target of the ‘masters of suspicion’ (Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud) during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries;  their work has served as the fountainhead of what are sometimes called ‘discourses of unmasking’ over the last century or so.  A recognizable sector of contemporary scholarship owes much to these figures, while also benefiting from more recent developments in the ‘tradition of suspicion’.
The aims of this course are twofold.  First, the course is intended to familiarize students with the history of the ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ by way of readings in its primary texts.  We will locate a point of origin for this approach in the work of Hegel and Feuerbach, and pursue the development of ‘unmasking discourses’ through the late twentieth century work of Michel Foucault.  The final section of the course will be dedicated to exploring contemporary works within the field of Religious Studies which apply suspicion not only to religion but also to those who study it, a body of literature inaugurated by Edward Said.
Second, this course will attempt to develop and present a method of reading suspicious arguments.  This method will involve re-framing ‘discourses of unmasking’ as attempts at explanation rather than as interpretations, and will allow us to use the tools for the evaluation of arguments to these discourses.  We will also examine the relationship between the ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ and conspiracy theories, looking at formal similarities between the two and developing a method of reading that can be applied to both.

	Textbooks

	Textbooks for the course will be available at Amherst Books:

		Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence of Christianity (Prometheus Books, 1989)
		Sigmund Freud, Moses and Monotheism (Vintage Books, 1967)
		Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish (Vintage Books, 1995)
		Friedrich Nietzsche, The Genealogy of Morals/Ecce Homo (Vintage Books, 1989)
		Edward Said, Orientalism (Vintage Books, 1979)
	
	In addition to the textbooks, there will be a packet of readings available from the Religion Department. 

	Expectations
	
Students are expected to do all of the assigned readings before class, to attend all class sessions and actively participate in classroom discussion. 

In advance of each class, reading comprehension questions will be posted on the course’s CMS website.  Students will be expected to have read the questions and to be prepared to answer them in class to the best of their ability.  Classroom discussion will typically center around the reading questions, although additional material will be introduced where appropriate.

The use of laptop computers in class is discouraged but not prohibited.

Written work for the course will consist of three papers: one 5-6 page paper due on February 19, one 8-10 page paper due on April 2, and one 12-15 page paper due on May 7.  Students will choose from a set of assigned topics for the first two papers;  topics will be suggested for the final paper, but students will also be encouraged to develop their own proposals. 

	Course policies

Draft policy:  I encourage the writing of multiple drafts, and am willing to read and comment on one rough draft per paper assignment.  You will need to alert me ahead of time that you will be submitting a rough draft, and will need to allow sufficient time for me to read and comment on drafts in advance of paper deadlines.  Use of the Writing Center’s resources is encouraged.
Revision policy:  Once a paper has been submitted in final form and graded, I do not accept revisions.
Extension policy:  I am likely to grant paper extensions if they are asked for well ahead of time.  Two kinds of reasons are acceptable for asking for an extension:  first, to better manage your workload in cases where deadlines for assignments from various classes fall closely together;  and second, in cases where an emergency arises which requires your immediate attention and prevents you from meeting the deadline.  No extensions will be granted less than twenty-four hours in advance of a paper deadline except in cases of emergency.  Papers that are received late (i.e. not received by either a standard or an extended deadline) will be penalized by a minimum of 1/3 of a letter grade and will receive minimal commentary.
Absence policy:  I allow one unexcused absence per semester.  Further unexcused absences will result in a significant grade penalty.  Among valid reasons for requesting an excuse to miss class are illness; job interviews; missed or canceled airline flights (after vacations); and family or personal emergencies.  Among non-valid reasons for requesting an excuse are alarm clock failures; conflicting college activities (curricular, co-curricular or extracurricular); leaving early for vacations;  and roommates who do not wake you up in time for class.
Lateness policy:  If you have a compelling reason for appearing late in class on a regular basis (such as needing to cross campus after another class) please make me aware of this.  Important announcements regarding administrative matters, such as assignments or course policies, are typically made at the beginning of class.  If you are late to class, you are responsible for finding out what you may have missed. 
Grading policy:  Final grades for the course will be calculated primarily according to the following weighting:

	First paper:  25%
	Second paper:  35%
	Final paper:  40%

Contribution to classroom discussion and attendance will also be taken into account in the calculation of final grades.

Students are expected to abide by the Amherst College Statement of Intellectual Responsibility:

Every person's education is the product of his or her own intellectual effort and participation in a process of critical exchange. Amherst cannot educate those who are unwilling to submit their own work and ideas to critical assessment. Nor can it tolerate those who interfere with the participation of others in the critical process. Therefore, the College considers it a violation of the requirements of intellectual responsibility to submit work that is not one's own or otherwise to subvert the conditions under which academic work is performed by oneself or by others.


	COURSE SCHEDULE

Jan 26:  Course introduction


	PART I:   ORIGINS

Jan 28:  G.W.F. Hegel
Selections from Reason in History (packet)

Feb 2,4:  Ludwig Feuerbach 
The Essence of Christianity §§ I-XI, XIX (pp. 1-119, 185-196)
Peter Lipton, Inference to the Best Explanation, selection (packet)


	PART II:  THE ‘MASTERS OF SUSPICION’

Feb 9, 11:  Karl Marx
Marx, “Economic and Political Manuscripts of 1844” (packet)
Selections from Marx & Engels, On Religion (packet)

Feb 16, 18:  Friedrich Nietzsche
The Genealogy of Morals pp. 15-96, 116-143, 162-163
“What is Religious”, from Beyond Good and Evil (packet)

Feb 19:  first paper due


Feb 23, 25:  Sigmund Freud
“Obsessive Actions and Religious Practices” (packet)
Moses and Monotheism

Mar 2:  First Paper Due


	PART III:  CLASSIC TREATMENTS OF SUSPICION

Mar 2, 4:  Karl Barth
“Introduction”  to Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity (packet)
“The Revelation of God as the Abolition of Religion”  (packet)

Mar 9, 11:  Karl Popper
	Popper, The Open Society and its Enemies, Vol. 2, selections (packet)
	Charles Pigden, “Popper Revisited, or What is Wrong with Conspiracy Theories?” (packet)

Mar 16, 18: Spring recess


	PART IV:  SUSPICION AND CONSPIRACY THEORIES

Mar 23, 25:  Pat Robertson (NB:  class will not meet)	
	The New World Order

Mar 30, Apr 1:  Michel Foucault
	Discipline and Punish

Apr 2:  Second Paper Due

Apr 6, 8:  Analysis
Linda Fisher, “Hermeneutics of Suspicion and Postmodern Paranoia” (packet)
Dole, “How Suspicion Works” (handout)


PART V:  SUSPICION AND THE STUDY OF RELIGION

Apr 13, 15:  Edward Said
Said, Orientalism

Apr 20, 22:  Daniel Dubuisson
Selections from The Western Construction of Religion (packet)

Apr 27:  Bruce Lincoln 
Selections from Discourse and the Construction of Society (packet)

Apr 29, May 4:  Timothy Fitzgerald
Selections from The Ideology of Religious Studies (packet)

May 6:  Lincoln and Fitzgerald in Dialogue
Lincoln, “Theses on Method” (packet)
Fitzgerald, “Bruce Lincon’s ‘Theses on Method’:  Antitheses” (packet)
Lincoln, “Concessions, Confessions, Clarifications, Ripostes” (packet)

May 7: Final Paper Due
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